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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this Traffic Management Plan is to describe the type and
extent of traffic management arrangements required to facilitate the
construction of the works so as to provide a safe environment for all those
working on or travelling through the scheme. The plan provides details of
access arrangements for workers and deliveries, site compound layout along
with access routes, plant parking and material storage areas.
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T

In addition, this plan provides details of how the works will be phased inclusive
of delivery routes so as to minimise our impact on the users and stakeholders
associated with the project including those operations carried out by Highways
England, Kent County Council and any maintenance activities carried out by
the area maintenance provider and how such phasing will enable the project
to be delivered on time and efficiently.
This plan will also identify the necessary Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders
that will be required to permit these works to be undertaken
1.2

DETAILS OF THE SCHEME

1.2.1

Summary description of the scheme

R

The scheme background and objectives are outlined within the Client Scheme
Requirements (CSR) (Version 3, March 2015).

Challenges and considerations
Challenges and considerations for the scheme include liaison with Operation
Fennel which provides the overall strategic management of traffic in Kent with
regards to the implementation and management of Operation Stack.

D

1.2.2

Dependent on which stages of the operation are implemented this affects M20
Junction 8 through to Junction 11. To alleviate the need for Operation Stack, a
new lorry area is currently being devised as a separate scheme with the
possibility of construction being started within year 2017.
The new lorry area would accommodate 3600 lorries which is the current
equivalent of Operation Stack Stages 1 and 2. If operational prior to M20 J10a
construction phase such a facility would significantly reduce the risk of
Operation Stack conflicting with traffic management required for Junction 10a
construction. If construction of this scheme does commence there is a
potential clash between the two traffic management needs. Vinci have already
been in contact with the lorry park contractor and the TM will be reviewed and
addressed once the construction phase commences.
Further challenges include ensuring emergency vehicles are able to access
Ashford Hospital through each phase. This will be managed through ongoing
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liaisons and communication with the hospital as the work progresses to
ensure that all TM plans reflect their requirements.
The TM plans will consider local residents, and businesses as well as both
motorised and non-motorised users (NMU’s) of the existing road network with
regards to segregation of plant, material deliveries, storage and project staff
access and parking.
The project team will maintain consultation and liaison with the Police and the
Managing Agent Contractor and wishes avoid using the A20 Hythe Road as a
diversion route for any full closures of the M20 wherever possible.
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Due to Highfield Lane Bridge providing the only means of NMU access across
the M20 demolition works pedestrians will be diverted away from the work
area until the new Kingsford Street Footbridge has been constructed. As a
consequence, one of the earliest construction activities will be to install this
footbridge which will involve a series of M20 night closures. Possible diversion
routes have been identified as the A2070, the A20 or diverting traffic to the
A2/M2.
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLAN – DETAILED DESCRIPTION
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2.1

NATURE OF THE WORKS
Works involved in the scheme include demolition of 2 existing bridge
structures, construction of 2 new NMU bridges and 2 new vehicular bridges,
construction of new slip roads and gyratory, removal of existing slip roads to
M20 jct 10, re-alignment of A20 and A2070 inclusive of a link road and
associated roundabout, installation of new infrastructure and associated
diversion works, extension to an existing culvert under the M20 and
strengthening to an existing culvert under the A20.
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The proposed traffic management measures required to implement the
scheme will affect the M20 mainline between Junctions 9 and 11, the Junction
10 circulatory carriageway, the A2070, the A20, Highfield Lane, Kingsford
Street and Barrey Road.
In order to allow for safe and economical construction the project will be split
into 4 phases along with a separate site establishment. Each phase will
require a variety of TM set ups. It is envisaged that all TM schemes installed
on the project have been categorised as ‘Standard’ as defined in cl. D1.6.2 of
Part 1 of Chapter 8 of the TSM. Should deviations be required this will be
agreed between Highways England, Kent County Council and Kent Police.
Work space requirements for each phase and associated section of the work
will be in accordance with those defined in Part 1 of Chapter 8 of the TSM
allowing for both the working room to construct as well as the minimum safety
zones. Barriers will be assessed in accordance with IAN 142/11.

R

Shift patterns for the phases are based on 6 days per week 8 hours per shift.
Night working where required will be based on 6 nights per week 8 hours per
shift running from 10pm to 6am.

2.2

PROPOSED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT MEASURES

2.2.1

Site Establishment

D

Site office and compound areas as described below are shown on the plans
located in Appendix 1.
For the site investigation works we hope to make arrangements with Wyevale
Garden Centre to establish a temporary office and welfare facility for the initial
site team, a Jacobs site representative and Highways England staff. This
office will also allow for staff and operative car parking. Access to this
compound will be via the A20.
For the main works a site office will be set up within a disused garden centre
adjacent to junction 10a. This office area will provide parking for Client, Client
Representatives, Visitors and Contractors staff as well as light plant such as
dumpers, rollers etc. Vinci will also use this area to store high value materials.
Access to this area will be via the A20.
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2 satellite areas will be set up for the works along the proposed Link Road.
These will provide welfare and parking facilities for Contractors staff, site plant
and materials. Access to these areas will be via a ramped access built off the
A2070 with a left only access and egress and/or via an existing access off
Highfield Lane.
No Construction Traffic Signs will be set up at Barrey Road, Highfield Lane,
The Street and Bockham Lane. A 7.5 Tonne weight limit will be signed on
Kingsford Street. Locations of these signs are shown on the plans within
Appendix 1.
2.2.2

Phase 1

AF
T

Key Operations requiring TM include:
Construction of A20 Diversion Road
Commencement of Eastbound on and off slips
Commencement of Westbound on slip
Central piers to bridges
Kingsford retaining walls and abutments
Central Reserve Works

Access for plant and material deliveries to construct the diversion will be via
the M20 jct 10 and onto the A20. A signed works access will be installed on
the A20 so as to notify material and plant deliveries where to enter.

R

Traffic management for the Kingsford footbridge abutments will require a hard
shoulder and part Lane 1 closure of the M20. This will provide 2 full lane
running widths with the remaining width of Lane 1 being utilised as a hard
strip.

D

Due to the high volume of HGVs that use the M20 we believe a hard strip
should be maintained wherever possible as opposed to 3 reduced running
lanes so as to allow an area where vehicles can pull in in case of mechanical
issues thereby allowing traffic to continue to flow and allow recovery of said
vehicle to be safer and easier. In addition, the hard strip allows for emergency
vehicles to pass through the works more easily.
Access for plant, labour and materials to the works area will be via the hard
shoulder in advance of the temporary barrier. This access will be signed.
Installation of the footbridge deck will need to be carried out under night
closures of the M20. Northbound and Southbound traffic will be diverted onto
the A20 from junctions 11 and 10 of the M20.
Construction of the M20 jct 10a bridge central piers and the concrete central
reserve will require closures of Lanes 3 and part of Lane 2 on both Coast and
London Bound carriageways. This will provide 2 full lane running widths with a
hard strip of approx. 2m.
Access to the works in the central reservation will be via Lane 2 into Lane 3
through signed access points through the barrier.

8
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2.2.3

Phase 2

AF
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Key operations requiring TM include:
Divert A20 onto temporary carriageway
Earthworks to new A20 alignment
Complete Kingsford Bridge and divert NMU’s
Construct Gyratory
Construct Westbound off slip
Tie in Slip Roads to M20
Construction of main bridge abutments
Construct East footbridge pier and abutment
Tie in Southbound A2070 carriageway to roundabout
Traffic management for the A20 diversion tie ins works will include either
working under reduced lanes or under single lane running depending on site
conditions. Once the tie ins are completed road users will be diverted onto the
temporary surface so that works to the new alignment can commence. Access
to the work area will be via the A20 via signed access and egress points.
Traffic management for the M20 jct 10a abutments and M20 slip road tie ins
will require a hard shoulder and part Lane 1 closure of the M20 to both
carriageways. This will provide 2 full lane running widths with the remaining
width of Lane 1 being utilised as a hard strip.
Access to the works area will be via the hard shoulder in advance of the
temporary barrier.

R

Traffic management for the tie in of the southbound A2070 carriageway to the
new roundabout will consist of a contraflow which will divert southbound traffic
onto the northbound lane. Access to the works are will be via the new link road
with limited access from the A2070. The speed limit will be reduced to 30mph.
Access for Barrey Road and the Retail Park will be maintained but may have
to be limited to left in and left out only.

D

Depending on traffic conditions the contraflow install may be carried out during
a night closure or during a day shift after peak hours. This will be updated
once the construction phase has begun.

2.2.4

Phase 3

Key operations requiring TM include:
Diverting traffic onto the new A20 alignment
Placing of bridge beams and deck construction
Construct Church Road footbridge abutments and ramps
Place Church Road footbridge deck and divert NMU’s
Demolish Existing Footbridge
Traffic management for diverting traffic from the temporary diversion to the
new A20 alignment will include either working under reduced lanes or under
single lane running whilst the TM is removed. Access will be via the A20.

9
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In order to place the M20 bridge beams the TM will be split into 3 parts. The
first will involve a closure of Lane 3 to both carriageways so as to allow for the
beam temporary works to be delivered and set up at the central piers. During
this phase each carriageway will have 2 lanes running with a hard strip with
access via Lane 2 into Lane 3 through signed access points through the
barrier. The second phase which will involve installing the beams and stitching
them together will be carried out during night shifts only and will require a
diversion of the M20. During the closure traffic will be diverted onto the new
junction 10a slip roads.
The final part will involve alternate closures of Lane 3 and the hard shoulder
so as to enable the deck works to be completed.
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Traffic management to the A2070 will involve switching the contraflow traffic
ono the new Link Road roundabout. This will allow for construction of the north
bound tie ins and the Church Road footbridge abutments. Depending on traffic
conditions the contraflow install may be carried out during a night closure or
during a day shift after peak hours. This will be updated once the construction
phase has begun. Access to Barrey Road and the Retail Park will be
maintained at all times.
Placing the central span of the footbridge the A2070 will be completed under a
night closure of the A2070. Removal of the existing bridge will be completed
under a combination of night closures and day time working. This will be
updated during the construction phase of the works.

R

We intend to manage the construction programme in order to try and maintain
pedestrian access over the existing A0270 footbridge until the new Church
Road Footbridge has been installed
Phase 4

Key Operations requiring TM include:
Highfield Bridge Demolition
Infill Central Reserve on A2070
West wing walls to M20 East Bridge

D

2.2.5

Traffic management for the demolition of the existing bridge deck will be
involve a weekend diversion of the M20 with traffic diverted onto the new on
and off slip roads. Access to the area will be via a signed access and egress
within the TM from the M20.
Removal of the North and South abutments will require a hard shoulder and
part Lane 1 closure of the M20. This will provide 2 full lane running widths with
the remaining width of Lane 1 being utilised as a hard strip. Access will be via
the hard shoulder in advance of the barrier.
Removal of the M20 jct 10a bridge central piers and completion of the
concrete central reservation will require closures of Lanes 3 and part of Lane 2
on both Coast and London Bound carriageways. This will provide 2 full lane
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running widths with a hard strip of approx. 2m. Access will be via Lane 2 into
Lane 3 through signed access points through the barrier.
The central infills to the A2070 will be completed by closing Lane 2 of either
the northbound or southbound carriageway. Access will be via Lane 1 into
Lane 2 through signed access points through the barrier.
2.2.6

Speed limits
Proposed speed limits for the scheme:
A20 diversion = 30mph, will require a Temporary Traffic Regulation
Order,

AF
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M20 through the works = 50mph, will require a Temporary Traffic
Regulation Order as part of a Stepped Speed Limit arrangement

A2070 through the works = 40mph, will require a Temporary Traffic
Regulation Order,

2.2.7

Length of the traffic management

Length of works to be restricted to 4km as specified in cl. D3.5.1 of Pat 1 of
Chapter 8
2.2.8

Carriageway and slip road closures

R

M20 closures required for the Kingsford Street Footbridge install. M20
diversions required for installation of the M20 jct 10a bridge beams and the
Highfield Lane bridge deck demolition.

2.2.9

Adjacent roadworks and other traffic management

D

Possible overlap with Lorry Park scheme. Interfaces to be reviewed and plan
updated once construction phase commences.

2.2.10

Bank holidays
Traffic Management schemes to remain in place and be maintained during
Bank Holidays except for full road closures which are not permitted during
Bank Holiday periods.

2.3

IMPLICATIONS OF TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT MEASURES

2.3.1

Intelligent Transport Service
All existing technologies on the network form part of the system by which the
safety of the road is maintained. During the construction works, an alternate
means of maintaining the same level of safety is required. As such, suitable
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traffic management, free breakdown recovery, temporary CCTV monitoring
the roadworks, and any other
necessary temporary systems may be implemented to maintain the safety of
road users. Those technologies that are required to be de-commissioned will
be identified in accordance with MCH 1399.
The Contractor will liaise with the Operations team from SERCC in order to
agree what systems are to be maintained during the construction works.
These requirements will be built into the design of the bypass circuits and,
typically, may include provision of temporary CCTV back to the SERCC.
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The Contractor shall liaise with the NRTS Contractor, RTMC and SERCC to
provide bypass circuits between each extent of the scheme. This is required
so that telecommunication services on either side of the scheme are
maintained during the construction works. NRTS are responsible for providing
the bypass circuits. A Site Data Load (SDL) will remove roadside equipment to
the HATMS instation system at the SERCC (or add devices if required).
Following the provision of the TM, the Contractor will liaise with the relevant
parties to ensure that redundant roadside motorway communications
equipment is removed in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines. The
Contractor will arrange for the disposal of this equipment if it is not required by
the RTMC or if it is unsuitable for return to Highways England stores.
Following the completion of the construction works all new motorway
communications equipment will be re-commissioned. A SDL will add the new
outstation devices to the HATMS at the SERCC (or remove any devices if
necessary).

R

There is an existing fixed message sign located at the start of the eastbound
on slip road at Junction 10. This sign is to be retained and maintained until it is
replaced by a similar sign at the start of the eastbound on slip road at Junction
10A.

D

The ANPR cameras on the existing Church Road Footbridge are to be
diverted onto the new Footbridge.
The ANPR camera situated at J10, that monitors both east and westbound
carriageways within J10, will need to be and aligned to any changes in lanes
throughout the scheme detailing disruption to, and impact on, services
provided by Highways England information services.

2.3.2

Operations

Any traffic management arrangements required to implement the works should
have due regard to the requirements and constraints imposed by Operation
Stack.
In the event that adverse volumes of freight that are unable to leave the
Country, via the Port of Dover or the Channel Tunnel due to restricted
capacity, the M20 can become heavily congested. In this scenario Operation
Stack is implemented on the as required.

12
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The stages to Operation Stack are as follows:
Stage 1 – Closure of the M20 coast bound carriageway between Junction 8
(Hollingbourne) and Junction 9 (Ashford) with non-freight traffic diverted via
A20 and M2/A2.
Stage 2 – Closure of the M20 coast bound carriageway between Junction 9
(Ashford) and Junction 11 (Hythe) with non-freight traffic diverted via A20 and
M2/A2.

AF
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Stack Manston – Diversion of Dover Port-bound freight traffic to Manston
Airfield from the West at M20 junction 7 via the A249, M2 and A299, or, from
the North (Dartford) via the A2, M2 and A299.
Stage 3 – Closure of the M20 London bound between Junction 9 (Ashford)
and Junction 8 (Hollingbourne) with non-freight traffic diverted via A20 and
M2/A2.
Stage 4 – Closure of the M20 London bound between Junction 11 (Hythe) and
Junction 9 (Ashford) with non-freight traffic diverted via A20 and M2/A2.
Operation stack segregates freight traffic destined for either the Port of Dover
or the Channel Tunnel from all other traffic and parks them on the M20 hard
shoulder and lane 3 dependent until such time as either the port or tunnel has
the capacity to process them.

R

During Operation Stack non-freight traffic cannot access the M20 between the
specific stages in operation and must use the diversion routes. This enables
the non-freight traffic to flow as freely as possible around the port and tunnel
area as well as the areas surrounding the closed sections of M20.

D

Liaison will be required between Area 4 ASC and the Police for any proposed
traffic management arrangements required to implement the works to ensure
that the requirements for Operation Stack are accounted for. These will
include agreed protocols for the notification of an impending Operation Stack
intervention, and procedures for cessation of work and / or removal of any
associated Traffic Management where safe to do so.

2.3.3

Maintenance activities
Impact on ASC
The contractor shall be responsible for routine and winter maintenance as
defined in the Area 4 ASC ‘Performance Specification for Routine and Winter
Maintenance’, including accidental and wilful damage, but excluding salting
and snow clearance, for all motorways and trunk roads within the extent of the
site as indicated on the contract drawings, plus those lengths of motorway or
trunk road required for traffic management coning and those locations on
motorways or trunk roads required for all traffic management signing, for the
duration of the works.
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The contractor will also be responsible for routine and winter maintenance as
defined in Kent County Council Highways Departments ‘Performance
Specification for Routine and Winter Maintenance’, including accidental and
wilful damage, but excluding salting and snow clearance, for all roads
administered by the County Council within by the extent of site as indicated on
the contract drawings, plus those lengths of roads administered by the County
Council required for traffic management coning and locations on those roads
required for all traffic management signing, for the duration of the works.
Impact on Road Traffic Maintenance Contractor, RTMC (replaces TechMAC)

AF
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The contractor will be responsible for the maintenance of all
telecommunications and signalling equipment located within the extent of the
site and within those lengths of motorway/trunk road/road required for traffic
management coning for the duration of the works. For further information on
the location of existing motorway communication equipment refer to Project
Control Product entitled
‘Telecommunications Requirements’.

Existing cable routes will need to be verified on site before the
commencement of the works by trial excavation or other method agreed by
the overseeing organisation. All routes affected by the works are to be
diverted or, if agreed protected, to ensure the continuation of service.
Access routes to control cabinets and feeder pillars are to be maintained at all
times throughout the works by deployment of temporary access arrangements
or by provision of alternative routes. The following four locations within the
works have been identified where the contractor will be required to make
temporary or alternative access provisions:

R

MP91/4+50m adjacent to the M20 westbound carriageway.
MP91/9+65m adjacent to the M20 westbound carriageway.
MP91/9+55m adjacent to the M20 eastbound carriageway.
MP92/0+45m adjacent to the M20 eastbound carriageway.

D

There is an existing motorway signal type MS1 located in the central reserve
of the M20 motorway at MP91/9+30m that will need to be de-commissioned.
This signal is to be re-located to MP92/2+70m and is to be reactivated.
There is an existing fixed message sign located at the start of the eastbound
on slip road at Junction 10. This sign is to be replaced by another sign of the
same type at the start of the eastbound on slip road at Junction 10A. The
existing sign at Junction 10 is to be retained and maintained until the
replacement sign is operational
Existing loop detectors located on the eastbound carriageway of the M20
motorway at MP91/4+40m will need to be retained throughout the duration of
the works. The contractor will be required to re-instate these loops if they are
affected by the works.
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The existing CCTV camera located adjacent to the westbound carriageway of
the M20 motorway at MP90/8+20m will be required to be maintained
throughout the duration of the works.
Existing Emergency Radio Telephones (ERT’s) located on opposite sides of
the M20 motorway at MP90/7+10m are to be retained throughout the duration
of the works. Those ERT’s on opposite sides of the motorway at MP92/0+50m
are to be retained until replaced
by proposed ERT’s at MP92/3+10m to ensure continuity of emergency
telephone coverage. The proposed ERT’s at MP91/5+70m are to be provided.
2.3.4

Other service providers

AF
T

Testing, commissioning and handover of technology systems into service
involves many different stakeholders. Planning of activities and early, proactive engagement and collaboration with the various parties will inform the
overall scheme programme and risks and, therefore, enable robust timescales
and mitigation actions to be agreed and then jointly achieved.
The Contractor (TBD) shall be responsible for the implementation of the
required technology in accordance with the scheme requirements and the
commissioning programme.

R

These activities will require the coordination of other Service Providers.
GeneSYS, as the National Roads Telecommunications Services (NRTS)
transmission system provider, will be responsible for the design, provision,
and testing of the communications network.
The roadside infrastructure within the highway boundary is maintained by the
RTMC, currently Telent for the South East.
The acceptance of all technology assets into maintenance is the overall
responsibility of the respective Highways England RTMC Service Managers
and RTMCs.

D

It is the responsibility of the Contractor, to implement the temporary CCTV
system and free breakdown recovery, as deemed appropriate, to complement
the temporary traffic management and the loss and/or reduced provision of
existing technology roadside
apparatus.

2.4

TM PLAN MANAGEMENT
To be provided after DCO phase.
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